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Question 

Senator Wong: What are the datasets? 

Mr Bowen: The office staff of the senator or the member. 

Senator Wong: Does that include electorate offices or not? 

Mr Bowen: I would have to check on that. To be honest, I am not sure 

pp 31-32 

Senator Wong: Do you know how many people were contained in the dataset? 

Mr Bowen: It is a large number. 

Senator Wong: Can you take on notice the number of people. 

Mr Bowen: Sure. 

p. 32 

Senator Wong: Can you take on notice how the parameters of the dataset were arrived at. 

p. 32 

Senator Wong: Is there any cost relative to the number of emails? 

Ms Williams: Not that I am aware of, no. 

Senator Wong: So if you had 1 million as opposed to 50,000 as opposed to 10,000, there would 
be the same cost? 

Ms Williams: Potentially, if it was much more than what the numbers are— 

Senator Wong: Can you give me details of that. On notice, can you give me details of the effect 
of the number of email recipients on the cost under the contract. 
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p. 32 

Senator Wong: … I ask you again: did you include any electorate officers in your staff? Did you 
just use the entire database? 

Senator Gallagher: That would be very good. We are trying to find out if it is everybody who 
has an @aph.gov.au email address, in which case it would be interesting to know the 
distribution list. 

Ms Williams: I believe it is everyone who has an APH email address. 

Senator Gallagher: And you are going to take on notice how many that included? 

Mr Bowen: I will take on notice to confirm that that is what we have done. In terms of 
numbers, I guess we could count them. 

Senator Gallagher: Surely, if you have provided them to a third company, you know how many 
went to that company. 

Mr Bowen: We can count them, sure. 

Chair: Do APH email addresses apply to committee staff and administrative staff in that respect 
as well? 

Ms Williams: It did not generally go to parliamentary department staff. 

Chair: So to members and senators plus their respective staff with APH addresses—it would 
exclude committee representatives and people of that nature? 

Ms Williams: From memory, I believe there were two possible committee secretariat staff that 
the PBO deals with who were included. 

Mr Bowen: We will confirm, to be precise, about who we have put on the list. 

p. 33 

Senator Gallagher: When you say an assurance has been provided, is that in the contract that 
you have with this company or is it a verbal assurance that you have been given? 

Mr Bowen: From memory, it is in the email that goes out to every participant. Whether it is in 
the contract I would have to check. 

p. 33 

Ms Williams: They did not ask to see the contract, but the survey company signed a 
confidentiality document in relation to the emails. 

Senator Wong: Can you table that? 

Mr Bowen: We can. 

p. 34 
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Mr Bowen: To my knowledge, the issue of the Privacy Act was not raised, but I can stand 
corrected, but no. The company who has been doing these surveys, I believe for many, many 
years, did not raise that as an issue either. 

Senator Wong: And you did not check it? 

Mr Bowen: At the end of the day I accept responsibility for having provided the emails, and I 
am happy to check further as to the implications under the Privacy Act. 

pp 34-35 

Senator Wong: Could I just check something? Did you hand over our private emails? 

Mr Bowen: No. Senator. 

Senator Wong: No? 

Mr Bowen: I do not think I have your private email. 

Senator Ludwig: DPS might be the one. 

Senator Wong: DPS, just checking. 

Mr Bowen: We will confirm all of this, but I am sure they were APH emails. 

Senator Wong: No, we have private APH emails. 

Mr Bowen: I do not believe so, but we will confirm. 

Senator Ludwig: Everyone is entitled to use senator.ludwig@aph.gov.au. But there are senators 
who might choose to have a private email address to deal with intergovernmental work or an 
office management issue. So when DPS provided those emails, we wanted to know whether 
they gave all of the APH emails or whether they held the private emails back. 

Mr Bowen: We will check and confirm 

Answer 

In its 2014 report, Administration of the Parliamentary Budget Office, the Australian National 
Audit Office (ANAO) suggested that the PBO undertake a repeatable stakeholder survey to 
gather feedback on PBO services and analyse results over time.  In its 2014–15 work plan, the 
PBO identified that it would develop and implement a stakeholder survey during 2014–15 with 
a view to identifying possible opportunities to enhance the services the PBO provides. 

The PBO engaged a professional survey firm, ORIMA Research Pty Ltd, via an existing 
Commonwealth procurement arrangement to assist with developing and administering the 
stakeholder survey.  ORIMA Research has undertaken similar work, including surveying 
parliamentarians for the ANAO, and parliamentarians and Ministerial Wing staff for the 
Department of Parliamentary Services.  Through this work, ORIMA Research has demonstrated 
its capacity to maintain confidentiality and work effectively within the parliamentary 
environment. 

mailto:senator.ludwig@aph.gov.au
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In addition to providing expertise in survey design, ORIMA Research was engaged as an 
independent intermediary to ensure the confidentiality of individuals’ survey responses and the 
presentation of the survey results in an objective manner.  ORIMA Research undertook to 
provide consolidated results to the PBO so that individual responses could not be identified.   

An email advising stakeholders of the upcoming survey was sent by the Parliamentary Budget 
Officer on 19 May 2015.  The process for the survey and the approach to confidentiality was 
outlined to stakeholders in the survey invitation email from ORIMA Research on 20 May 2015.  

The PBO sourced the email addresses of parliamentarians and their staff from the Department 
of Parliamentary Services (DPS).  The email addresses provided by DPS were the official 
addresses contained in the group distribution lists used by the parliamentary departments to 
communicate with Senators, Members and their staff for a broad range of purposes, including 
building safety issues and promoting upcoming events.  These email groups are also used by 
the PBO to advise when PBO publications have been released.   

Although not specifically intended to be targeted in the survey, electorate staff with aph.gov.au 
email addresses were included in the list of addresses provided by DPS.  Hence these electorate 
staff received emails sent to survey participants by ORIMA Research.  

The survey was designed to obtain feedback from parliamentarians on the PBO’s policy costings 
and budget analyses.  It also sought feedback from representative users of reports published 
under the PBO’s self-initiated research program.  In total the survey was sent to 3618 email 
addresses.  The volume of survey recipients had no impact on the cost of developing and 
running the survey. 

Before providing ORIMA Research with the email addresses of parliamentarians and their staff, 
the PBO required ORIMA Research to sign a deed of confidentiality (copy attached).  This 
document contains strict non-disclosure clauses and committed ORIMA Research to comply 
with the Privacy Act 1988 in relation to the information it received from survey responses. 

ORIMA Research has confirmed that all email addresses in the stakeholder contact list have 
been deleted from its files. 














